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Compact and easy-to-use, these travel packs include a pocket phrase book and CD that help

provide tourists and business travelers alike with the necessary phrases needed to get around in a

foreign country.
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I purchased this book as well as some Lonely Planet phrase books and have to say that the Lonely

Planet books have so much more than DK.

Very brief & to the point--which are the qualities you need in a phrase book. The size is perfect--it

fits into a pocket or a purse & is light enough that you don't mind carrying it with you. Of course, it is

much better if you have the chance to learn some French before going--but even if you already

speak a little, it's nice to refresh your knowledge for particular situations, and this sort of book is very

helpful in that regard.

Has a variety of topics that usual vacation travelers would use. Sounds out items, although if you

look you will see different pronunciation from different parts of the book. Does great with the menu

guide and mini-dictionary that is very useful. Fits in your pocket for travels and have used this book

for numerous countries.



Great Italian phrasebook. Fits in a shirt pocket. Like all the DK books, this one is well formatted and

well thought out, with good graphics and fonts and layout that are easy to read in all sorts of lighting

conditions (like a restaurant, or a train car at night).This book alone is a great beginner's course in

Travel Italian. Read it cover to cover first, and you'll be surprisingly well equipped to communicate

and understand once you arrive.A great little guide, much more than just a simple phrasebook, and

a great choice. Mine's been enormously helpful, and there's nothing about it I would change.Hope

this is helpful. Enjoy Italy!

This little book went everywhere with me for the first month I was living in Germany. Great little

book. It was super helpful when ordering food. I also down loaded a translating app which was

helpful as well.

I don't know anything about French, I bought this book to help me when visiting France, It's really

good pocket book, it has categories such as Every Day Phrases, Villas and Apartments, Traveling

Around, Driving, Eating, Menu Guide, Stores, Sport, Health, and many more categories.It shows the

phrase and words in English, French, and then the pronunciation of the French words in English

letters.Also it has general info about each category in France.I speak English, Arabic and Spanish,

and I find the French language very hard for me to understand and speak.I think this is a really great

pocket book for traveler to France.

I bought this book as one of the two textbooks for a beginner's French class. I had never studied

French before and wanted to get at least the basics in preparation for a planned trip to Paris. I have

been using this book as part of the class for about 6 weeks. This book is designed to give the

traveler the basics in vocabulary and key phrases. I think the book does a good job at that. But after

6 weeks of classes, I would have to say that French pronunciation is definitely not obvious and

intuitive. So as I said in the title, you MUST get the CD along with the book to make this book

worthwhile.

A nice book for a travel bag with some basic phrases and organized reminders of key language

items. I also have the others for French & Italian.
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